Identification of gene-environment interaction (G × E) is important in understanding the etiology of complex diseases. However, partially due to the lack of power, there have been very few replicated G × E findings compared to the success in marginal association studies. The existing G × E testing methods mainly focus on improving the power for individual markers. In this paper, we took a different strategy and proposed a set-based gene-environment interaction test (SBERIA), which can improve the power by reducing the multiple testing burdens and aggregating signals within a set. The major challenge of the signal aggregation within a set is how to tell signals from noise and how to determine the direction of the signals. SBERIA takes advantage of the established correlation screening for G × E to guide the aggregation of genotypes within a marker set. The correlation screening has been shown to be an efficient way of selecting potential G × E candidate SNPs in case-control studies for complex diseases. Importantly, the correlation screening in case-control combined samples is independent of the interaction test. With this desirable feature, SBERIA maintains the correct type I error level and can be easily implemented in a regular logistic regression setting. We showed that SBERIA had higher power than benchmark methods in various simulation scenarios, both for common and rare variants. We also applied SBERIA to real genome-wide association studies (GWAS) data of 10,729 colorectal cancer cases and 13,328 controls and found evidence of interaction between the set of known colorectal cancer susceptibility loci and smoking.
Introduction
Both genetic (G) and environmental (E) factors impact common complex diseases, such as cancer, diabetes, or cardiovascular diseases. For most of these diseases, several environmental factors and a rapidly increasing number of genetic factors have been identified [Hindorff et al., 2009] . However, little is understood about the interplay between G and E. Some exceptions include an observed interactions between smoking and the GSTM1 deletion and a tag SNP in NAT2 in bladder cancer [García-Closas et al., 2005; Rothman et al., 2010] , ADH7 variants and alcohol consumption in upper aerodigestive cancers [Hashibe et al., 2008] , or GRIN2A variants and coffee consumption in Parkinson's disease [Hamza et al., 2011] .
Although measurement error and data harmonization issues across studies for the environmental factors may have contributed to the limited numbers of confirmed geneenvironment interactions (G × E), probably more importantly, the statistical power to detect an interaction is much smaller compared to detecting a main effect. In fact, it has been shown that the detection of an interaction needs at least approximately four times as many subjects as are needed to detect a main genetic effect of comparable effect size [Smith and Day, 1984] . A number of methods have been proposed to enhance the power of detecting G × E, which includes the case-only test [Chatterjee and Carroll, 2005; Piegorsch et al., 1994] , the empirical Bayes method [Mukherjee and Chatterjee, 2008] , and the Bayesian model averaging method [Li and Conti, 2009] . Two types of screening methods have also been proposed to reduce the multiple testing burden in genome-wide G × E search: the correlation-based screening [Murcray et al., 2009] and the marginal association based screening [Kooperberg and Leblanc, 2008] . Toward this end, several recent methods were developed to combine and take advantage of different screening and testing techniques, such as the hybrid method by Murcray et al. [2011] and cocktail method by Hsu et al. [2012] .
The above-mentioned efforts focus on improving the power of detecting G × E for individual markers. On the other hand, the set-based association testing has attracted increasing interest. A set-based method can not only enhance the power by aggregating multiple signals in the same set, but also greatly reduce the number of tests to be performed and thus reduce the multiple testing burden. Most of the existing set-based methods are for detecting genetic main effects, which means testing the association between a set of SNPs and a phenotype. Tzeng et al. [2011] provided a nice summary of those methods, which include burden tests that compute weighted sum of genotypes across markers [Gauderman et al., 2007; Wang and Abbott, 2008; Wang and Elston, 2007] , methods that exploit the pairwise genetic similarity among samples [Beckmann et al., 2005; Dempfle et al., 2007; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2010; Schaid et al., 2005; Tzeng et al., 2003 Tzeng et al., , 2009 Wei et al., 2008; Wessel and Schork, 2006] , variance component methods [Goeman et al., 2004; Kwee et al., 2008; Neale et al., 2011; Schaid 2010; Tzeng and Zhang, 2007; Wu et al., 2010] , a method that combines P-values within a gene [Liu et al., 2010] , group additive regression [Luan and Li, 2008] , Tukey's model [Chatterjee et al., 2006] , and an entropy-based method [Zhao et al., 2005] . Set-based methods have drawn more attention in the sequencing studies because of the rarity of the variants, for example, several variations of the burden tests [Han and Pan, 2010; Leal, 2008, 2009; Madsen and Browning, 2009; Morgenthaler and Thilly, 2007; Morris and Zeggini, 2010; Price et al., 2010] and variance component tests [Neale et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2011] have been proposed for sequencing data. In contrast, few methods have been proposed for set-based G × E tests. Tzeng et al. [2011] developed a method to test for interaction between a set of markers and an environment variable by extending the set-based genetic similarity method to the G × E setting [Tzeng et al., 2011] . As there is no competing method, they compared the new method with the benchmark minimum P-value method and their method showed favorable performance. However, their method was designed for a continuous outcome and cannot be applied to a case-control study for complex diseases.
A natural approach to developing a set-based G × E test is directly extending the set-based main effect test by treating the interaction term (usually the product of G and E) as a new genetic variable. For example, the existing burden test computes the (un)weighted sum of the genotypes (minor alleles counts) across SNPs in the set and test whether the sum is associated with the phenotype. A simple extension of burden tests to the G × E setting would be to sum the interaction terms (products) of G and E instead of summing over the G's alone. However, this kind of approach has several disadvantages. First, assumptions that are reasonable for main effects may not be reasonable for G × E, i.e., the power of burden tests for rare variants depends on the assumption that most rare missense variants are deleterious but it is not reasonable to assume all G × E's have the same direction. In addition, this simple extension fails to exploit some unique characteristics of G × E. For instance, one major difficulty in the set-based main effect test is the lack of prior information on which SNPs are null and what directions the effects are. In contrast, this valuable information can be partially obtained for interaction effect from established screening statistics for G × E tests.
To overcome the aforementioned drawbacks, we proposed a novel set-based gene-environment interaction (SBERIA) test for case-control studies. The proposed method uses the correlation between the environmental variable and the SNPs in a set as a guide to aggregate the genotypes. The aggregated genotype is then used to test for interaction in a regular logistic regression model. SBERIA is easy to implement and efficient in computation. It can be applied to both common and rare variants. We demonstrate through simulation that our proposed method is more powerful compared to the benchmark methods under a wide range of scenarios, including both genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and rare variant settings. We also applied SBERIA to real GWAS data and found evidence of interaction between the set of previously identified colorectal cancer (CRC) susceptibility loci and smoking.
Material and Methods

Notations and Models
Suppose there are N subjects and the disease status is denoted by D i ( = 0 or 1) for subject i, i = 1, . . . , N. Assume E i is the environmental variable, X i = (X i1 , . . . , X iq ) is a vector of q potential confounder covariates, and G i = (G i1 , . . . , G ip ) is a vector of p genetic markers. The interaction model between the set of p markers and the environmental variable is
where logit() is the logit link function; α 0 is the intercept; α 1 is the coefficient for the main effect of E i ; α 2 is the px1 vector of coefficients for G i ;α 3 is the qx1 vector of coefficients for X i ;
is the px1 vector of interaction coefficients. The null hypothesis for interaction effects is H 0 : β = 0.
Two Benchmark Methods
A typical method of testing H 0 : β = 0 is the likelihood ratio test, which compares the likelihood of models (1) with and without the interaction terms and then tests the hypothesis with a p degree of freedom (DF) chi-square test. We will refer this test as the LR test in the rest of the paper. A problem of the LR test in this case is that the relatively large number of markers or high LD among markers could result in numerical instability, leading to inflated type I error, which we will show in the simulation.
Another commonly used method is the so-called minimum P-value (min-p) method. The min-p method tests interaction for each marker j in the set individually with the following model: (2) and the hypothesis to be tested is H 0 : β j = 0, for j = 1, . . . , p. From the p interaction P-values for the p SNPs, the minp method selects the smallest P-value and corrects it for multiple comparisons using permutation or by estimating the effective number of DF [Gao et al., 2008; Moskvina and Schmidt, 2008] . In our simulation, we will use 10,000 permutations to determine the corrected P-value for the min-p method. As we can see, the min-p method avoids the problem of potential large number of predictors in the LR test by modeling each marker individually instead of jointly. However, the min-p method is not efficient in situations where causal SNPs are in LD with multiple SNPs or when multiple independent signals exist in the set, as it only considers the minimum P-value.
The SBERIA Method
The main motivation for performing a set-based analysis is that aggregating signals of markers can potentially boost the power. However, as described in the Introduction, one difficulty in the signal aggregation is how to tell signals from noise and how to determine the direction of the signals. In the set-based main effect tests, there have been several attempts trying to solve this issue. Han and Pan [2010] used the signs of the marginal effect to determine the direction of the main effect [Han and Pan, 2010] . Lin and Tang [2011] used the corresponding regression coefficient plus a constant as the weight for each marker [Lin and Tang, 2011] . Cai et al. [2012] proposed to weight each marker based on the z-score of its effect [Cai et al., 2012] . One common characteristic of these methods is that the statistics used to weight the markers are not independent of the main effect test. Hence, permutation is needed to estimate the null distribution and maintain the correct type I error, which is computationally intensive. Fortunately for G × E, there are screening statistics that are informative for weighting the markers but still independent with the interaction test. Therefore, it would be appealing to take advantage of this desirable feature of the G × E test.
Correlation screening has been established as an efficient screening tool for the G × E test [Murcray et al., 2009] . Let us consider the following simple example to see the rationale of the correlation screening. Suppose there is a rare disease D, an environmental variable E ( = 0 or 1), and a genetic variable G ( = 0 or 1). G and E are assumed to be independent in controls (and because of the rarity of the disease, also approximately independent in general population). Assume there is a positive interaction between E and G such that the disease risk would only increase when both E = 1 and G = 1. Then we expect to see more E = 1 and G = 1 combinations in the cases, which means G and E will be positively correlated in the cases. As G and E are independent in controls, they will be also positively correlated in the combined casecontrol samples. On the other hand, if E and G impact D independently without interaction, it can be shown (supplementary material) that E and G are approximately when the disease is rare. From this simple example, we can see that the correlation between G and E combined case-control samples can be useful as a screening statistic for interaction between G and E. In addition, the direction of the correlation can inform the direction of the interaction. More importantly, as the correlation screening is conducted on the case-control combined samples and it does not use the phenotype information, it has been shown both by Murcray et al. [Murcray et al., 2009] and Dai et al. that the correlation screening in combined case-control samples is asymptotically independent of the G × E test, no matter whether G and E are independent or not. This motivates us to propose the following method.
We first compute the correlation between E i and G ij (j = 1, . . . , p) in (1) by either fitting a logistic regression (when E i is binary) or a linear regression (when E i is continuous) with E i as the response and G ij as the predictor. Then for each SNP j (j = 1, . . . , p), we get a Z-score Z j for the correlation between E i and G ij . Then we fit the following logistic regression:
is an indicator function, which equals 0 when x is false and 1 when x is true. sign(x) = 1 when x > 0, -1 when x < 0, and 0 when x = 0. θ N = o(N 1/2 ) and ε are prespecified positive constants. The hypothesis of interest is H 0 : ρ = 0. As we can see, E i G iŵ is the weighted sum of the interaction terms and the weight, which can be 1, -1, or 0 (if we ignore ε), is determined by correlation Z-score Z j . |Z j | measures the strength of the correlation signal so I (|Z j | > θ N ) only selects markers showing correlation signals that are greater than a threshold. θ N = o(N 1/2 ) because we expected I (|Z j | > θ N ) to converge to 0 as N → ∞ when there is no correlation between G and E in the combined sample and converge to 1 when there is correlation. For the selected marker (markers with I (|Z j | > θ N ) = 1), the direction of the interaction term is determined by the direction of the correlation (sign(Z j )). This is inspired by the observation that the directions of interaction and correlation tend to agree in the simple example above. The addition of a constant ε ensures that a weight will be assigned if no marker is selected.
θ N and ε need to be specified for SBERIA. In practice, we found through simulation that the power of SBERIA did not change substantially as θ N changes for a given N between 2,000 and 20,000 (results not shown). Hence in this paper, we set θ N to a constant such that Prob(|Z j | > θ N ) ≈ 0.1 under the null. ε is set to a very small value (0.0001) so that it does not affect the weight if I (|Z j | > θ N )sign(Z j ) is not 0.
In summary, SBERIA first selects markers of which the correlation signal strength is greater than a threshold. For the selected markers, we compute a weighted sum of their interaction terms, where the weight = 1 if the corresponding correlation is positive and -1 otherwise. As the correlation statistic is independent of the interaction test, regular logistic regression can be used to test the hypothesis without requiring permutation. The validity of our method is proved in the supplementary material. We also conduct extensive simulation to evaluate the type I error rate and power of SBERIA.
Simulation
To evaluate the performance of SBERIA, we conducted extensive simulation under various settings.
Set-based G × E in GWAS settings
A Gene-Based Marker Set
We mimicked the real GWAS data by generating a set of markers based on the realistic LD structure within the SMAD7 gene. SMAD7, short for SMAD family member 7, is a gene located at 18q21.1. It is known to interact with the TGF-beta receptor and several SNPs in this region have been found to associate with CRC risk Peters et al., 2011; Tenesa et al., 2008; Tomlinson et al., 2008] . SMAD spans from 44,700k bp to 44,731k bp and has 48 SNPs from Hapmap II release 24 [The International HapMap Project 2003], which is close to the median number ( = 43) of SNPs per gene [Huang et al., 2011] . Out of the 48 SNPs, 21 were genotyped in Illumina Human1M. We extracted the haplotypes of the 21 SNPs from the phased Hapmap data and randomly paired haplotypes such that the simulated marker set maintains the same LD structure as the 21 SNPs in the Hapmap. The LD structure of the 21 SNPs is shown in supplementary Figure S1 . We chose two SNPs rs4939827 and rs7351039 from the 21 SNPs and make them the hidden causal SNPs in the simulation. The two SNPs were chosen such that one is common (rs4939827, MAF = 0.49) and one is less common (rs7351039, MAF = 0.08). The two chosen SNPs are not in LD with each other and both SNPs were tagged by some other SNPs. The other 19 SNPs were considered as the marker set in the simulation.
The disease status was generated based on the following model:
where α 0 = exp(-5), representing a relatively rare disease. G i1 and G i2 are the simulated genotypes ( = 0, 1, or 2) for rs4939827 and rs7351039, respectively. E i is the environmental variable. We tried two ways of generating E i : (1) E i is continuous: E i ∼ N(0, 1); (2) E i is binary:E i ∼ Bernoulli(p = 0.3).
Type I error. To evaluate the type I error rate, we set β 1 = β 2 = 0 in (4). We let α 1 = α 2 = 0 or log(1.5). As described above, we used the four different ways to generate E i . For each simulation scenario, we randomly generated 1,000 cases and 1,000 controls. Then we performed the set-based G × E tests using the LR test, the min-p method and SBERIA. The procedure was repeated 2,000 times to estimate the type I error rate with significance level 0.05.
Power. To evaluate the power, we set β 1 = log(1.05), log(1.10), log(1.15), log(1.20), log(1.25), or log(1.3) when E i is continuous and β 1 = log(1.1), log(1.2), log(1.3), log(1.4), log(1.5), or log(1.6) when E i is binary. The values of β 1 were chosen such that the power was in a reasonable range. For each value of β 1 , β 2 can take three values β 1 , -β 1 , or 0, which represents situations where two signals are in the same direction, in the different direction, or when there is only one signal, respectively. The main effects α 1 and α 2 were set to 0. We also tried other values for the main effects and the results were quantitatively similar. Same as above, we randomly generated 1,000 cases and 1,000 controls. We evaluated SBERIA, the min-p method and the LR test for the power performance. Each parameter setting for the simulation was repeated 2,000 times and we used significance level 0.05.
A Set of Independent Markers
In the simulation above, the 21 SNPs in the set were not independent with each other as they were generated based on the LD structure in the SMAD7 gene. In addition to grouping SNPs by genes, there are other ways of forming a marker set in practice. For example, it is common practice to pull together previously identified susceptibility loci for a given trait and study them as a set. To mimic this situation, we generated 20 independent SNPs. For each SNP, its MAF is generated from uniform distribution U(0.1, 0.5) under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. We randomly chose two SNPs as potential causal SNP for G × E. The disease status was generated based on the following model:
where G i1 and G i2 are the genotypes for two chosen causal G × E SNPs. The main effects α j 's were generated from U(log(1.05), log(1.5)).
A wide adopted way of summarizing information from previously identified susceptibility loci is to calculate the genetic risk score (GRS), which is the sum of risk alleles from all SNPs. Hence in this simulation scenario, we also tried to perform the set-based G × E test by computing GRS and test the interaction between GRS and E using a regular logistic regression. The same parameters and procedures as the first simulation scenario were used to evaluate type I error and power for SBERIA, the min-p method, LR test, and the GRS method.
Correlated G and E
G and E were assumed to be independent in the simulation so far, which is a reasonable assumption in real applications [Cornelis et al., 2012] . However, in rare situations, G and E can be correlated in the general population. As shown in Murcray et al. [2011] and Hsu et al. [2012] , the correlation screening is not efficient when G and E are negatively correlated. Hence, they proposed to use some combinations of correlation screening and marginal screening (which uses the marginal association test of each SNP as a screening for interaction test). In the current simulation scenario, we also tried a simple modification to SBERIA that combines correlation and marginal screenings in way similar to Gauderman et al. [2012] . Specifically, instead of usinĝ
where S j = Z 2 j + M 2 j and M j is the Wald statistic of the marginal association for marker j (j = 1, . . . , p);
The same settings were used as the first simulation scenario when β 1 = β 2 , except that E i was generated to be correlated with G. We considered two scenarios:
1. E is correlated with the two causal SNPs. In this setting, E i is either positively correlated with G i1 and
and positively correlated with G i2 (b 1 = -b 2 = -log(1.2)). 2. E is correlated with two random selected null SNPs.
Similar as above, E i can also be positively or negatively correlated with the two null SNPs.
Same procedures as before were used to evaluate the type I error and power of SBERIA, the min-p method, LR test, and the modification to SBERIA.
Set-Based G × E in Rare Variant Setting
We also conducted simulations to evaluate the performance of SBERIA if the variants in the marker set are less common, as in sequencing data. In the simulation experiment, we followed the simulation setup proposed in Lin and Tang [2011] to generate the genotypes for rare variants [Lin and Tang, 2011] . Specifically, we generated 10 variants G ij (j = 1, . . . ,10) with MAF = 0.005 × j under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. As it is less likely for rare variants to correlate with the environmental variable, we generated E i either as a continuous variable from N(0,1) or a binary environmental variable E i from Bernoulli(0.3).
The disease status was generated from the following model:
where α 0 is set to exp(-5) and γ is set to be log(1.2) as in the GWAS simulation. As there is no competing set-based G × E method in the rare variant setting, in addition to min-p and LR test, we decided to compare SBERIA with the simple extension of the burden test as described in the Introduction. We will denote this method as burden G × E. Specifically, burden G × E creates a new variable G i = 10 j =1 G ij , which is the total number of minor alleles across the 10 rare variants.
Then it tests the interaction by fitting the following model and tests H 0 : λ = 0:
Type I error. To evaluate the type I error rate, the coefficients β j 's (j = 1, . . . ,10) were set to 0. We randomly generated α j 's from a uniform distribution U (log(1.2), log(3) ). As before, we randomly sampled 1,000 cases and 1,000 controls. The procedures were replicated 2,000 times to estimate the type I error rate for SBERIA, min-p, LR test, and burden G × E with significance level 0.05.
Power. To evaluate the power, we first randomly selected m ( = 8, 5, or 2) markers as the causal variants from the 10 variants. Then we randomly generated the effect size of the selected variants from U(log(1.2)c, log(3)c). As the sample size of our simulation is only 2,000, c was chosen to be 1.5 such that the power was in a reasonable range. In practice, the sample size should be much larger to study rare variant. As we can see, in this way all effects are positive, which may not be realistic in G × E setting. Hence, we randomly set the direction of the interaction effect for a subset of causal SNPs to negative (proportion = 0.2, 0.4, or 0.5). One thousand cases and 1,000 controls were generated and the power was estimated from 2,000 replications with significance level 0.05. We only presented the results from the binary E i 's because the results from continuous E i 's were similar.
A Real Data Application
To evaluate the performance of SBERIA in real application, we applied SBERIA to the GWAS data of Genetics and Epidemiology of Colorectal Cancer Consortium (GECCO Table S1 . Study-specific descriptions, including eligibility and matching criteria, is available in Peters et al. [2013] . CRC cases were defined as colorectal adenocarcinoma and confirmed by medical records, pathology reports, or death certificates. Colorectal adenoma cases were confirmed by medical records, histopathology, or pathologic reports. Controls for adenoma cases had a negative colonoscopy (except for NHS and HPFS controls matched to cases with distal adenoma, which either had a negative sigmoidoscopy Genetic Epidemiology, Vol. 00, No. 00, 1-13, 2013 or colonoscopy exam). All participants gave written informed consent and studies were approved by their respective Institutional Review Boards. Genotyping were done on various platforms and imputed to Hapmap II. Please see a detailed description of genotyping, quality control, and imputation in GECCO in the supplementary material.
A number of loci have been identified to associate with CRC risk Dunlop et al., 2012; Houlston et al., 2008 Houlston et al., , 2010 Jaeger et al., 2008; Peters et al., 2011; Tenesa et al., 2008; Tomlinson et al., 2007 Tomlinson et al., , 2008 Tomlinson et al., , 2011 Zanke et al., 2007] . These CRC susceptibility loci are useful for genetic risk profiling and allow the stratification of population subgroups at different genetic risks [Lubbe et al., 2012] . To get a more comprehensive understanding of CRC risk, it is also of interest to explore possible interactions between the genetic risk factors and environmental variables. In this paper, we included the genotypes of 25 known CRC loci (Table 1) in GECCO and treated them as a marker set. We then tested for interaction between this marker set and smoking status (ever/never). Smoking status is a dichotomous variable harmonized across all studies. Please see the supplementary material for details of the harmonization procedure.
Specifically, we created a pooled dataset of 10,729 cases and 13,328 controls for the 25 known CRC loci by combining the studies in GECCO. Each directly genotyped SNP was coded as 0, 1, or 2 copies of the variant allele. For imputed SNPs, we used the expected number of copies of the variant allele (the "dosage"). Both genotyped and imputed SNPs are treated as continuous variable (i.e., log-additive effects). We then applied SBERIA in (3) to the pooled dataset. The covariates X we adjusted for include age, sex, the first three principle components, study indicators, and the interaction between principle components and study indicator. As a comparison, we also tried two possible benchmark methods: the min-p method, which computes the interaction P-value for each of the 25 SNPs separately and selects the minimum P-value while correcting for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni method; the second alternative method is to compute GRS and test the interaction between GRS and smoking status using a regular logistic regression.
Results
Set-Based G × E in GWAS Settings
A Gene-Based Marker Set
The estimated type I error for SBERIA, min-p, and the LR test are summarized in Table 2 . It can be seen that both SBE-RIA and the min-p method always maintain the correct type I error (0.05). However, the LR test generally gives inflated type I error, which is a result of its numerical instability due to the relatively large number of variables. Figure 1 shows the power comparison results for this simulation scenario. It can be seen that when β 1 = β 2 , SBERIA has better power than both minp and the LR test. The average power gain of SBERIA over min-p is 13.9% with a range of -6% to 24.3% (excluding data points where the power of min-p is less than 0.1 to prevent numeric instability). Also as expected, SBERIA is still more powerful than the min-p method (average percent of Table 2 . Type I error rate (95% CI) for SBERIA, min-p, and LR test in simulation scenario 1 (a gene-based marker set) in GWAS settings SBERIA Min-p LR test E i is continuous and independent of G i1 and G i2 α 1 = α 2 = 0 0.044 (0.035 0.052) 0.045 (0.036 0.054) 0.061 (0.051 0.071) α 1 = α 2 = log(1.5) 0.045 (0.036 0.054) 0.042 (0.033 0.05) 0.062 (0.052 0.073) E i is binary and independent of G i1 and G i2 α 1 = α 2 = 0 0.049 (0.04 0.058) 0.046 (0.037 0.055) 0.070 (0.059 0.081) α 1 = α 2 = log(1.5) 0.042 (0.033 0.051) 0.046 (0.036 0.055) 0.063 (0.052 0.074) power gain is 12.5% with a range from 5.2% to 19.5%) when the two causal SNPs have interaction effects in opposite directions (β 1 = -β 2 ), which demonstrates that the correlation screening is able to predict the direction of interaction effect fairly well. With inflated type I error, the LR test still only gives power that was close to or less than SBERIA. For the scenario where there was only one causal SNP (β 2 = 0), SBERIA still performs better than the other two methods (average percent of power gain over min-p is 11.5% with a range from 0.4% to 18.2%). This could be attributed to the fact that SBERIA aggregates information from several LD SNPs of the causal variant and thereby increases the power. The advantage of SBE-RIA is more apparent if one considers the fact that the min-p method requires often time-consuming permutation to get the corrected P-value (otherwise the simple Bonferroni correction using the number of markers in the set would be too conservative).
A Set of Independent Markers
The type I error for this simulation scenario was summarized in Table 3 . All except the LR test maintain the correct type I error. From Figure 2 , it can be seen that SBERIA almost always gives the best power. When β 1 = β 2 , the average percent of power gain of SBERIA over min-p is 24.8% with a range from 8.2% to 49.0%; when β 1 = -β 2 , the average percent of power gain of SBERIA over min-p is 15.9% with a range from 3.9% to 27.6%; when β 2 = 0, the average percent of power gain of SBERIA over min-p is 10.7% with a range from -8.6% to 25.2%. The GRS method always gives the lowest power.
Correlated G and E
From Table 4 , it can be seen that only LR test gives inflated type I error. As SBERIA uses the correlation between G and E in case-control combined samples as the screening tool, it is expected that the power of SBERIA would be impacted if gene-environment correlation exists in the general population. The top left plot of Figure 3 show that the power of SBERIA is further boosted if the gene-environment correlations in the general population are positive for both causal variants. As shown in the top right plot of Figure 3 , the power of SBERIA drops if the correlation in the general population is in a different direction compared with the interaction, which is in line with expectation. As ex-pected, the simple modification of SBERIA shows a desirable performance in this case. Compared with the unmodified version, it has almost the same magnitude of power gain when the correlations are positive and have little power loss when the correlation is in a different direction compared to the interaction. If there are correlation between null SNPs and E, the two plots on the bottom of Figure 3 shows that the power advantage of SBERIA and SBERIA-M is reduced, which is expected because the correlation between null SNPs and E would make the null SNPs more likely to be selected and therefore dilute the interaction signal. It is worth noting, however, that gene-environment correlation in population is relatively rare in real applications [Cornelis et al., 2012] .
Set-Based G × E in Rare Variant Setting
From Table 5 , it can be seen that both SBERIA and the burden G × E test maintain the correct type I error. However, the min-p method seems to be conservative, which could be due to the rarity of the SNPs. On the other hand, the LR test is highly inflated. Figure 4 shows the power comparison between various methods. LR test always has the best power, however, given its highly inflated type I error, it is not applicable in practice. It can be seen that SBE-RIA is always more powerful than the min-p and burden G × E method in the simulation. The advantage of SBERIA is most obvious when around half of the causal loci have negative interaction with E and the others have positive interaction. Again, this shows that correlation screening did a good job informing us about the direction of interaction effects.
A Real Data Application
The results for testing for interaction between the known CRC marker set and smoking status using GECCO GWAS data are summarized in Table 6 . It can be seen that SBE-RIA reaches the significance level 0.05 and the GRS method also gives a P-value close to the significance level. Hence, there is evidence that the genetic risk of CRC is interacting with the smoking status. On the other hand, SBERIA gives a more significant P-value compared to the min-p and the GRS method, which demonstrates the potential advantage of SBERIA. In addition, when exploring which SNPs contribute to the interaction signal in the marker set, we found that rs10936599 shows the strongest evidence-it was selected by the correlation screening of SBERIA and it also has the smallest interaction P-value in min-p.
Discussion
In this paper, we proposed a novel method to test for interaction between a set of markers and an environmental variable in case-control studies. SBERIA takes advantage of the unique features of G × E test by using the correlation screening to inform the aggregation of interaction effects While applying SBERIA to real data, we found evidence of interaction between genetic risk and smoking status for CRC. rs10936599, the SNP showing the strongest signal, is located at 3q26.2 in the MYNN gene. MYNN encodes a zinc finger domain-containing protein family, which is involved in the control of gene expression. Given that the function of MYNN is largely unknown so far, further functional characterization is needed in order to evaluate and interpret this potential interaction. In the real data application, we included the advanced colorectal adenomas because they are well-known precursor lesions of CRC. As a result, this improves our statistical power to identify G × E that act early in the adenoma-cancer sequence, where adenomas and cancer have a shared etiology. We recognize that the adenoma cases will not show signals for G × E's that act later in the carcinogenic process (i.e., on progression from adenoma to cancer) or G × E's that act through adenoma independent pathways.
There are several possible improvements that can be made to SBERIA. First, we chose θ N such that it corresponds to P-value cutoff 0.1. We also tried other P-value cutoffs such as 0.05 and 0.2 in the simulation and the power of SBERIA does not change substantially (results not shown). However, it should be noted that the minor allele frequency affects the power of the correlation screening, and the SNPs with larger MAF will be more likely to pass the screening compared to less common SNPs. Hence, it is of interest to let the threshold vary with MAF. More work should be done to find an optimal θ N . In addition, the current weighting of SBERIA is either 1, -1, or 0. Further work should explore whether the use of more advanced weight, such as the effect size of the correlation screening or the main effect, would increase power. In SBERIA, the main effect is modeled separately for each SNP in the set. It would be interesting to model main effects also in a set-based manner, which could potentially increase power. Furthermore, more sophisticated methods can be built upon the framework of our method. For example, SBERIA drops the markers that are not selected based on screening. However, as the screening is not perfect, those SNPs can still contain useful information. Hence, it could potentially increase power to apply the traditional method (i.e., variance component based method) to the unselected SNPs and combine the results from the selected and unselected SNPs. SBERIA uses the correlation screening to combine SNPs in case-control studies. The strength of the correlation screening is mainly driven by the correlation between G and E in cases when there is G × E interaction. Hence, it is expected that if there are much more controls than cases, the correlation signal will be weakened and the power of correlation screening will be reduced.
In summary, SBERIA shows a promising performance both in simulation and real data application. With its easy implementation and fast computation time, SBERIA provides an attractive approach to detecting set-based gene-environment interactions.
